
Welcome to the Donaubräu –
the location for corporate
events  in any season

donauturm.atbit.ly/3QcuDRW

 In the heart of the Danube Park, at the foot of the
iconic Danube Tower.
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IIn the heart of the Danube Park, directly at the foot of the picturesque Danube Tower, Donaubräu awaits you, a top location
for your corporate events.

Here, where elegance meets natural beauty, we offer the perfect setting for events of any kind and size. With our spacious
beer garden, accommodating up to 200 people, and our stylishly furnished interior for 150 people, Donaubräu is the ideal
place to celebrate inspiring, lively, or elegant events – no matter the season.
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Donaubräu –Your Year-Round Event Location
From the freshness of spring to the magic of winter

Spring: Inspiring Freshness

Experience spring at Donaubräu, where sunlit rooms and a
blooming beer garden are perfect for creative workshops and
networking events. Utilize the freshness of spring to foster new
ideas and collaborations.

Summer: Joyful Outdoor Celebrations

Celebrate summer in our vibrant beer garden. Ideal for lively
summer parties and stylish team-building events, summer at
Donaubräu offers a perfect combination of professional
organization and relaxed atmosphere.
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Autumn: Elegant Events in a Cozy Ambiance

Autumn at Donaubräu is characterized by elegant and cozy events.
Surrounded by the autumn landscape of the Danube Park, our
premises provide the ideal setting for annual meetings, gala
dinners, and receptions.

Winter: Festive Splendor and Cozy Gatherings

In winter, Donaubräu transforms into a festive paradise. Enjoy
atmospherically decorated interiors for your Christmas parties
and New Year kickoffs, surrounded by a magical, wintry
atmosphere.
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Donaubräu –Your Year-Round Event Location
From the freshness of spring to the magic of winter



Individual Event
Design and
Exclusivity

High-Quality Culinary
Experiences and

Professional Service

Weather Independent
- Perfection Both

Outdoors and Indoors
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Buffet 
40 to 200 persons

from € 41,30 p.P

Menu
from 13 persons

 from € 36,50 p.P.

Welcome Drink 
Package

 € 16,90 p.P
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The Danube Tower in Vienna, with its observation decks at 150 and 155 meters high, offers a spectacular view over the city,
ideal for impressive photos and unique event moments.

Start your event with an elegant reception on the tower's indoor terrace, surrounded by breathtaking views, followed by the
main event in the stylish Donaubräu.

This combination allows for a perfect harmony of exclusive atmosphere above and festive celebrations below, ideal for
dinners, presentations, or parties.
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Perfect Harmony

Special Admission 
 € 6,40 p.P

Rental € 1.400,-
Welcome Drink

Package € 16,90 p.P



Europe's Tallest Slide at the Danube
Tower: An Unforgettable Experience

Combine your event with the thrilling experience of the Danube
Tower slide. Plunge from a height of 165 meters over a 40-meter
long track, and enjoy the adrenaline rush as you glide at speeds of
up to 18 km/h, reaching the observation level at 150 meters in just
7-9 seconds.
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€ 5,- per person 

Adrenalinepackege: 8+2
Ten times the thrill, pay

for eight!



+43 1 2633572

Donauturmplatz 1, 1220 Wien

reservierungen@donauturm.at
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We are here for you
Plan your unforgettable event at Donaubräu and experience the perfect
combination of a unique ambiance, excellent culinary experiences, and
exciting additional offerings. Our experienced event team is ready to
collaborate with you to plan and realize your individual event. We are happy
to advise you and cater to your specific wishes and needs.

Accessibility and Parking
Located in the heart of the Danube Park, Donaubräu is easily accessible by
both public transport and car. Ample parking is available for your guests,
ensuring that both arrival and stay are as comfortable as possible.

Contact us now

https://www.donauturm.at/en/restaurants-and-shop/turm-events/eventlocation-donaubraeu/

